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[1] The atmospheric semidiurnal lunar tide is added to the Whole Atmosphere Community
Climate Model (WACCM) through inclusion of an additional forcing mechanism. The
simulated climatology of the semidiurnal lunar tide in surface pressure and zonal and
meridional winds in the mesosphere and lower thermosphere (MLT) is presented. Prior
observations and modeling results demonstrate characteristic seasonal and latitudinal
variability of the semidiurnal lunar tide in surface pressure, and the WACCM reproduces
these features. In the MLT, the WACCM simulations reveal a primarily semiannual
variation with maxima near December and June solstice. The peak amplitudes in the MLT
zonal and meridional winds are �5–10 ms�1, and occur at mid to high latitudes in the
summer hemisphere. We have further compared the WACCM simulation results in the
MLT with those from the Global Scale Wave Model (GSWM). The overall latitude and
seasonal variations are consistent between these two models. However, the GSWM peak
amplitudes are �2–3 times larger than those in the WACCM. This is thought to be related
to deficiencies in the GSWM and not the WACCM simulations. With the exception of
smaller amplitudes during Northern Hemisphere summer months, the WACCM
simulations of the semidiurnal lunar tide in the MLT are also shown to be generally
consistent with prior observations and modeling results. The reduced amplitudes in the
WACCM simulations during Northern Hemisphere summer months are thought to be
related to the influence of the cold-pole bias in WACCM on the propagation of the lunar
tide during these months.
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1. Introduction

[2] The atmospheric lunar tide arises due to the gravita-
tional forcing of the moon on the combined Earth-ocean-
atmosphere system. In addition to gravitational forcing of
the atmosphere directly, the lunar tide in the atmosphere is
driven by the tidally induced movement of the solid Earth
and oceans as well as the redistribution of mass associated
with these motions. Orbital variations result in the excitation
of several periodicities that are associated with the gravita-
tionally driven lunar tide [e.g., Chapman and Lindzen,
1970]. The atmospheric response to the vast majority of
the possible lunar tidal periods is relatively small, and
the most prominent period of oscillation is by far the semi-
diurnal lunar tide. The semidiurnal lunar tide occurs at a
period of�12.42 solar hours, and is commonly referred to as
the M2 tide. Despite being considerably smaller than the

solar driven tides, the M2 tide has been studied for well over
a century in numerous atmospheric observations as well as
theoretical models. The primary reason that the lunar tide
has attracted considerable attention is due to the fact that, at
least in principle, the tidal forcing is extremely well known.
Thus, by studying, for example, seasonal variations in the
atmospheric lunar tide it is possible to infer the atmospheric
changes (i.e. temperatures and winds) that must occur in
order to generate the observed lunar tide variability.
[3] Early studies of the atmospheric lunar tide focused on

surface pressure observations. Many early studies suffered
from insufficient observations, and the atmospheric lunar
tide was first reliably determined in the mid nineteenth
century by Sabine [1847]. Sabine [1847] clearly showed the
dominance of the semidiurnal lunar tide, along with its ten-
dency to maximize near lunar upper and lower transit (i.e.,
lunar local times of noon and midnight). Given the extensive
history of surface pressure observations of the lunar tide, we
will only briefly summarize its salient characteristics. The
semidiurnal lunar tide in surface pressure exhibits clear lat-
itudinal and seasonal dependencies. In particular, it achieves
largest amplitudes in the equatorial region during Northern
Hemisphere summer months. A significant reduction in the
amplitude and decrease in phase (i.e. maximum occurs at a
later lunar time) is known to occur around December solstice
[Chapman and Tschu, 1948]. The semidiurnal lunar tide also
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exhibits a slight hemispheric asymmetry, with larger ampli-
tudes and phases occurring in the Southern Hemisphere
[Haurwitz and Cowley, 1969]. The semidiurnal lunar tide is
dominated by its migrating (i.e. longitude invariant) com-
ponent. However, nonmigrating lunar tides are also present,
and these generate a longitudinal variability in the semidi-
urnal lunar tide that is most pronounced in the equatorial
region. We note that these are only the most prominent
features of the semidiurnal lunar tide in surface pressure, and
the interested reader is referred to the work by Chapman and
Lindzen [1970] for a more comprehensive discussion.
[4] Similar to solar-thermal tides that are generated by

infrared absorption and latent heat release in the tropical
troposphere [e.g., Hagan and Forbes, 2002], the semidiurnal
lunar tide propagates vertically, achieving large amplitudes
around 90–120 km in the mesosphere and lower thermosphere
(MLT). Near �90–100 km, ground-based radar observations
of the semidiurnal lunar tide reveal that it achieves amplitudes
of �5–10 ms�1 [Tsuda et al., 1981; Stening et al., 1987;
Stening and Vincent, 1989; Stening et al., 1994; Stening and
Jacobi, 2001; Stening et al., 2003; Sandford et al., 2006].
These studies have revealed a distinct seasonal behavior to
the semidiurnal lunar tide in the MLT with maximum
amplitudes generally occurring around December solstice
and also between July and September. Through comparison
of radar observations in the Northern and Southern Hemi-
spheres, Stening et al. [1994] investigated the large-scale
latitudinal structure of the semidiurnal lunar tide, and found
that it is latitudinally symmetric during solstice months and
asymmetric around equinox. Despite these past studies, cur-
rent understanding of the semidiurnal lunar tide in the MLT
remains extremely limited. This is primarily due to the fact
that extended observations are necessary in order to reliably
extract the semidiurnal lunar tide. Extended observations are
required owing to the significantly smaller amplitude of the
semidiurnal lunar tide compared to the semidiurnal solar tide
combined with the similar frequency of the solar and lunar
semidiurnal tides. Accurate determination of the climato-
logical behavior of the semidiurnal lunar tide in the MLT is
further complicated by the significant inter-annual variability
that has been observed [e.g., Stening et al., 1994].
[5] The semidiurnal atmospheric lunar tide has also been

extensively investigated through numerical modeling [Geller,
1970; Hollingsworth, 1971; Lindzen and Hong, 1974; Aso
et al., 1981; Forbes, 1982a, 1982b; Vial and Forbes, 1994].
These studies have focused on the importance of different
forcing mechanisms for generating the atmospheric lunar tide
[e.g., Hollingsworth, 1971], and also on the importance of
the background atmospheric winds and temperatures on the
propagation of the lunar tide into the MLT [Lindzen and
Hong, 1974; Aso et al., 1981]. Numerical models of the
atmospheric lunar tide have implemented the lunar tidal
forcing with varying degrees of complexity, with the most
comprehensive forcing being that used by Vial and Forbes
[1994]. Vial and Forbes [1994] accounted for lunar tidal
forcing due to the Earth and ocean tides, along with the
effects of the ocean load tide. Owing to the aforementioned
difficulty and sparseness of lunar tidal observations in the
MLT, numerical models are particularly useful for investi-
gating the lunar tide in the MLT, and this has been the pri-
mary focus of the majority of the past efforts to model the
atmospheric lunar tide.

[6] Prior numerical modeling studies have made use of
linearized, steady state models that rely on a specified zonal
mean background atmosphere structure. While such an
approach is useful for investigating the general behavior of
the semidiurnal lunar tide, it can be considered to be limited
due to the significant dependence of the lunar tide on the
specified background atmosphere. In the present study,
we add a lunar tidal forcing to the Whole Atmosphere
Community Climate Model (WACCM) and investigate the
climatological behavior of the semidiurnal lunar tide. The
WACCM is a non-linear, chaotic (i.e. exponential growth of
initial error) model and it thus provides the opportunity to
study the semidiurnal lunar tide under presumably more
realistic atmospheric conditions. Investigating the lunar tide
in a model such as the WACCM additionally provides the
opportunity to elucidate potential short-term variability in
the semidiurnal lunar tide. While the present study focuses
on establishing the climatological behavior of the lunar tide
in the WACCM, a follow-on study (N. M. Pedatella et al.,
Simulations of solar and lunar tidal variability in the
mesosphere and lower thermosphere during sudden strato-
spheric warmings and their influence on the low-latitude
ionosphere, submitted to Journal of Geophysical Research,
2012) investigates short-term variability of the lunar tide in
theWACCM during sudden stratospheric warmings (SSWs),
and whether this variability significantly influences the low-
latitude ionosphere during SSWs as has been suggested by
several recent studies [e.g., Fejer et al., 2010; Park et al.,
2012; Yamazaki et al., 2012].

2. Numerical Models

2.1. Whole Atmosphere Community Climate Model
(WACCM)

[7] The WACCM is the vertical extension of the National
Center for Atmospheric Research Community Atmosphere
Model (CAM) into the lower thermosphere. A detailed
description of the WACCM is provided by Garcia et al.
[2007] and not repeated herein. The specific details of the
simulation performed as part of the present study are as
follows. Solar maximum (f10.7 = 210 � 10�22Wm�2Hz�1)
and moderate geomagnetic activity (Kp = 4) conditions are
used. The model resolution is 1.9� in latitude and 2.5� in
longitude. The simulations are performed using prescribed
oceans and ice. The atmospheric lunar tide is sensitive to
the winds and temperatures throughout the atmosphere, and
the large scale atmospheric variability that is present in the
WACCM can introduce significant short-term and inter-
annual variability in the lunar tide. Therefore, in order to
establish the climatological behavior of the lunar tide, we
have performed a 10-year perpetual simulation of the
WACCM. All of the results in the present paper are based
on the analysis of hourly model results (see section 3.1),
and averaged over the entire 10-year simulation. The results
are thus representative of the climatology of the semidiurnal
atmospheric lunar tide.

2.2. Implementation of the Lunar Tide

[8] To implement the atmospheric lunar tide in the
WACCM, we add an additional forcing term to the zonal
and meridional momentum equations. We incorporate
effects due to the M2 lunar potential, the Earth tide, and the
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migrating semidiurnal lunar ocean tide. The additional
forcing we consider is the horizontal gradient of the tidal
potential, on constant pressure surfaces, due to the sum of
the M2 lunar potential (WM2), the geopotential change from
the solid Earth’s mass redistribution (We), and the potential
change from vertical displacement of the Earth/ocean sur-
face in the Earth’s gravitational field [(ze + zo)g, where ze is
the solid Earth surface displacement, zo is the ocean
tidal height with respect to the solid Earth surface, and g is
the acceleration of gravity]. We neglect the considerably
smaller effects on the potential due to ocean-mass redistri-
bution and the ocean load tide on the solid earth [see, for
example, Vial and Forbes, 1994]. The potential is thus
W = WM2 + We + (ze + zo)g. The M2 lunar potential is well
known [e.g., Chapman and Lindzen, 1970] , and is given by

WM2 ¼ �0:7933
hþ ro

ro

� �2

P
2
2 qð Þ cos 2tð Þ ð1Þ

where h is altitude, ro is the radius of the Earth, P2
2(q)

(= 3sin2(q)) is the associated Legendre polynomial, q is
colatitude, and t is the lunar local time in radians. The units
of equation (1) are m2s�2. The solid Earth tide produces a
simple multiplicative modification of the potential. At the
Earth’s surface, We = k2WM2, where k2 = 0.302 is a Love
number [Vial and Forbes, 1994]. We neglect height varia-
tions of We. The solid-Earth surface displacement is also
proportional to WM2, such that zeg = �h2WM2, where
h2 = 0.609 is another Love number. Comprehensive treat-
ment of the ocean tides are complicated by the large number
of tidal components that are generated by coastal regions.
For the ocean tide, we have chosen to neglect the longitu-
dinal variability, and have only included the term of the
migrating semidiurnal lunar ocean tide that is proportional to
P2
2(q). We have neglected additional ocean tide forcing terms

in order to simplify the implementation of the forcing in the
WACCM. Amplitude and phase values given by Ray [1999]
are used for the ocean tide. Note that although the phase of
the M2 lunar potential and solid Earth tide are 180� (i.e.,
they minimize at lunar local times of noon and midnight),
the phase of the migrating P2

2 component of the ocean tide is
�130�. The amplitude of zog of the migrating P2

2 component
of the ocean tide is 9.81 ms�2 � 0.0323 m = 0.317 m2s�2.
Adding the components of W at the Earth’s surface results in
a net potential of

W ¼ 0:788P2
2 qð Þ cos 2t � 162:2�ð Þ ð2Þ

Our neglect of the components of the ocean tide other than
the migrating P2

2 term, and our neglect of the load tide
obviously represents a simplification to the real forcing of
the atmosphere. Nonetheless, the forcing we implement
incorporates the dominate forcing mechanisms, and, as will
be shown in section 3, we are able to capture the salient
large-scale features of the semidiurnal lunar tide in the
atmosphere. While we recognize that our approach has its
shortcomings, our ability to reproduce the general climato-
logical behavior of the semidiurnal lunar tide in the atmo-
sphere serves to validate the efficacy of our method for
implementing the lunar tide in the WACCM.

2.3. Global Scale Wave Model

[9] In addition to comparing with observations, we vali-
date the semidiurnal migrating lunar tide simulated by the

WACCM in the MLT through comparison with results from
the Global Scale Wave Model (GSWM). This permits a
global comparison of the lunar tide in the MLT which would
not be possible through comparison with observations alone.
The GSWM is a linear, two-dimensional tidal model that
extends from the surface to the thermosphere. The GSWM
solves the linearized equations of motion based on a speci-
fied zonal mean background atmosphere. Specific details
regarding the numerics of the GSWM can be found in
Hagan et al. [1993, 1995, 1999]. For the present study, the
tidal forcing applied to the GSWM is only due to the lunar
tide, and we calculate the tidal response at the lunar semi-
diurnal period of 12.42 h. The semidiurnal lunar tide in the
GSWM is implemented by adding an additional forcing term
to the momentum equations that is similar to what is used in
the WACCM. For the present study, we replace the back-
ground atmosphere zonal mean densities, temperatures and
zonal winds used in the GSWM with monthly average
values from the WACCM. This allows for a more direct
comparison between the lunar tides in the GSWM and those
simulated by the WACCM. Despite the similar forcing and
background atmospheres, differences in the lunar tide sim-
ulated by these two models is to be expected due to several
significant differences between the GSWM and WACCM.
Perhaps most important is the different treatment of gravity
waves and dissipation in the MLT. The WACCM incorpo-
rates a comprehensive treatment of gravity waves, while the
GSWM uses an effective Rayleigh friction for gravity wave
drag. This is a considerable difference, and may lead to
discrepancies in the simulated lunar tides. Additionally, the
WACCM is a nonlinear model, and the lunar tide simulated
in the WACCM can thus be impacted by nonlinear interac-
tions with other waves. Such interactions are absent from a
linear model, such as the GSWM, and this may result in
further differences between the lunar tide simulated by the
GSWM and the WACCM.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Estimation of Semidiurnal Lunar Tide

[10] Throughout the following we present results for the
semidiurnal lunar tide that are based on least squares fitting
of the WACCM simulation results. Hourly output fields
(e.g., surface pressures, winds, temperatures) at each latitude
and height are used to extract the components of the solar and
lunar tides by performing a least squares fit of the form

�Aþ
X

3

n¼1

X

nþ5

s¼n�5

An;s cos nWt þ sl� fn;s

� �

þ
X

7

s¼�3

Ls cos 2t þ s� 2ð Þl� Fsð Þ ð3Þ

where t is universal time in hours, W is the rotation rate of the
Earth, l is longitude, and t is lunar local time (in radians).
n and s represent the harmonics of a solar day and zonal wave
number, respectively. From equation (3), we estimate the
parameters Ā, An, s, fn, s, Ls, and Fswhich represent the mean
value, amplitude and phase of the solar tides, and the
amplitude and phase of the semidiurnal lunar tide, respec-
tively. The range of zonal wave numbers, s, in equation (3)
was chosen to include the range of nonmigrating tides that
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are considered relevant for capturing the salient features of
the solar and lunar variability in space and time. We have not
included a linear trend term in equation (3); however, over
the time period of the least squares fit (14.75 days), any linear
trend will be relatively small, and neglecting this term should
not have any significant impact on the estimate of the
amplitude and phase of the tides. Note that we estimate the
amplitudes and phases for both migrating and nonmigrating
components of the diurnal, semidiurnal, and terdiurnal solar
tides, but only estimate the semidiurnal lunar tide. Although
there may be a small diurnal lunar tidal component, it is
anticipated to be significantly smaller than the semidiurnal
lunar tide [e.g., Chapman and Lindzen, 1970], and it is thus
neglected in the present analysis. The amplitudes and phases
of the various solar and lunar tides are estimated daily using a
moving 14.75 day (approximately half of a lunar month)
window. The moving window is necessary to ensure that the
fit is performed over an adequate range of lunar local times.
The yearly climatology is obtained by vector averaging the
various tidal components for each day of the year.

3.2. Surface Pressure Climatology

[11] Given that there is a rich history of both observations
and numerical modeling results of the semidiurnal lunar tide
in surface pressure, we first present the WACCM climatol-
ogy of the semidiurnal lunar tide in surface pressure. The
seasonal and latitudinal variability of the migrating semidi-
urnal lunar tide in surface pressure is shown in Figure 1.
Note that in Figure 1, and subsequent figures regarding
surface pressure, we present the phase results in a manner
that is consistent with that used in prior studies of surface
pressure observations [e.g., Haurwitz and Cowley, 1969].
Haurwitz and Cowley [1969] define the semidiurnal lunar
tide as l2 sin(2t + l2). To compare with prior results, the
phases shown in Figures 1 and 2 are for l2 (= �Fs + 90�),
and are thus a modification of the phase, Fs, as defined in

equation (3). Figure 1 illustrates that the lunar tide amplitude
maximizes in the equatorial region. At low-mid latitudes, the
amplitude of the lunar tide displays a distinct annual varia-
tion with maximum values of �120�130 mbar occurring
between July and September. The phase of the lunar tide is
generally constant throughout most of the year, with the
exception being a large phase change that occurs between
November and February. Figure 1 also reveals a hemispheric
asymmetry with slightly larger amplitudes and phases
occurring in the Southern Hemisphere.
[12] To more clearly illustrate the hemispheric asymmetry

and seasonal variability, Figure 2 shows the amplitude
and phase of the migrating semidiurnal lunar tide at 10�N
and 10�S latitude. From Figure 2 it can be seen that the
amplitude asymmetry is most prevalent during Northern
Hemisphere summer months. During this time the ampli-
tude in the Southern Hemisphere is �5 mbar larger than the
Northern Hemisphere amplitude. The large phase change
during November to February is again apparent in Figure 2,
and it can also be seen that the phase is larger (i.e. the
maximum occurs at an earlier lunar time) in the Southern
Hemisphere throughout the year.
[13] The longitude and latitude variability of the semidi-

urnal lunar tide amplitude is shown in Figures 3a–3d for the
months of March, July, September, and December, respec-
tively. The results in Figure 3 are for the average of the
entire month. Despite the longitude independent forcing of
the lunar tide in the WACCM simulations, it is clear from
Figure 3 that the WACCM produces longitudinal variability
in the lunar tide. The longitude variability is most pro-
nounced at low-latitudes. While we do not suggest that the
longitude variability of the lunar tide shown in Figure 3 is
wholly representative of the actual nature of the longitude
variations, these results indicate that longitudinal variability
in the lunar tide can arise due to processes other than

Figure 1. Seasonal and latitudinal variability of themigrating
semidiurnal lunar tide (top) amplitude and (bottom) phase in
surface pressure.

Figure 2. Surface pressure variations of the migrating lunar
semidiurnal tide (top) amplitude and (bottom) phase at 10�N
(solid) and 10�S (dashed) latitude.
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longitude variability in the forcing due to the ocean tide. We
consider several potential mechanisms for excitation of the
nonmigrating lunar tides that lead to the longitudinal vari-
ability in the WACCM. First, it is possible that the lunar tide
interacts with topographical features leading to its longitu-
dinal variability. Another possibility is the interaction
between the migrating lunar semidiurnal tide and stationary
planetary waves. Such interactions are considered likely to
take place in a nonlinear model such as the WACCM, and
would generate nonmigrating semidiurnal lunar tides. The
actual longitudinal variability in the semidiurnal lunar tide is
likely to be due to a combination of these effects, which
would produce the variations in Figure 3, along with the
geographical differences in the forcing of the lunar tide over
land and oceans. Note that since we only incorporate forcing
due to the migrating semidiurnal lunar tide, the impact of
geographical differences in the forcing of the lunar tide are
absent from our simulation results. Thus the longitude vari-
ability in Figure 3 should not be viewed as entirely repre-
sentative of the actual lunar tide longitude variability.
[14] It is worthwhile to briefly discuss how the results in

Figures 1–3 compare with past observations and modeling
results. The seasonal and latitudinal variability in the
amplitude of the semidiurnal lunar tide are in good agree-
ment with prior observational results. In particular, our
results reproduce the observed amplitude maxima at low-
latitudes during Northern Hemisphere summer months as
well as the hemispheric asymmetry [e.g., Haurwitz and
Cowley, 1969]. In the equatorial region, the amplitude
maximum of �120�130 mbar and minimum of �90 mbar is
also generally consistent with the observed climatology of
the semidiurnal lunar tide. The WACCM simulations cap-
ture the large change in phase that occurs around the
December solstice as well as the slightly more advanced

phase in the Southern Hemisphere. However, the simulated
phases tend to be slightly below what is seen in observa-
tions. At low-latitudes, the results of Haurwitz and Cowley
[1969] show phases of �40�60� around December sol-
stice and an annual mean value of �60�80�. Our phase
results thus tend to be slightly smaller than what is seen in
the observations. The reason for this discrepancy is not
known; however, we should note that the observations of
phase at low-latitudes show significant variability and we
may therefore consider our results to be in reasonably good
agreement with the observations.
[15] The most recent comprehensive model of atmo-

spheric lunar tides is that of Vial and Forbes [1994], and our
results for the semidiurnal lunar tide are in good agreement
with their model. Our Figure 2 shows remarkably similar
behavior as Figure 1 of Vial and Forbes [1994] for the
semidiurnal lunar tide at 10�N and 10�S. While the WACCM
well reproduces the seasonal and hemispheric differences,
there are some differences in the absolute amplitudes and
phases. The WACCM amplitudes are �20�30 mbar larger
and the phases �20�30� smaller than those of Vial and
Forbes [1994]. These differences may be related to the more
comprehensive forcing model and/or the assumed background
atmosphere used in the model of Vial and Forbes [1994].
Interestingly, Figure 3b shows equatorial maxima near
�60�120�E, 180�E, 100–120�W, and 0–30�W longitude
which are similar to the location of the equatorial maxima
simulated by Vial and Forbes [1994]. Though we do not
expect to fully reproduce the longitudinal variability due our
neglect of the ocean tide longitude variability, this similarity is
encouraging and illustrates that our simulations are able to
reasonably reproduce the climatological behavior of the
semidiurnal lunar tide in surface pressure.

Figure 3. Monthly average latitude and longitude variability of the semidiurnal lunar tide amplitude
(in mbar) in surface pressure for (a) March, (b) July, (c) September, and (d) December. Results are
based on the semidiurnal migrating lunar tide and nonmigrating tides with zonal wave numbers from
s = �3 to s = 7.
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3.3. Climatology in the Mesosphere
and Lower Thermosphere

[16] The results presented in the prior section illustrate that
the WACCM adequately reproduces the semidiurnal lunar
tide in surface pressure, and we now turn our attention to the
semidiurnal lunar tide in the MLT. The WACCM monthly
mean amplitudes and phases of the migrating semidiurnal
lunar tide in zonal and meridional winds for January and
July are shown in Figures 4 and 6, respectively. Figures 5
and 7 are the corresponding figures based on the GSWM.
Focusing first on the WACCM results, it is clear that there
exists a significant latitude and seasonal variability in the
MLT. During both January and July, the largest amplitudes
in both hemispheres occur around 40–50� latitude. Although
the amplitudes tend to be slightly larger in the Southern
Hemisphere, the phase structure of the lunar tide during
January reveals that the lunar tide is predominately sym-
metric about the equator during this month. The symmetric
behavior of the lunar tide in the MLT is to be expected since
the forcing is symmetric and the (2, 2) Hough mode is
generally the dominant Hough mode of the lunar semidiur-
nal tide [e.g., Chapman and Lindzen, 1970; Forbes, 1982b].
During July, the anticipated symmetric nature of the semi-
diurnal lunar tide is not immediately apparent. This may be
due to the zonal mean winds in July generating large asym-
metric modes of the semidiurnal lunar tide. The phase
observations further reveal that the vertical wavelength of the
lunar tide is �40–50 km in the MLT. During both January

and July, the semidiurnal lunar tide amplitudes are hemi-
spherically asymmetric, with the greatest amplitudes occur-
ring in the summer hemisphere. The maximum amplitudes
are similar in January and July; however, there is a significant
seasonal difference in the amplitude and height of the peak in
the winter hemisphere. This is particularly apparent during
July in the Southern Hemisphere. As will be discussed in
more detail below, we believe that this may be related to
problems with the climatological behavior of zonal mean
winds and temperatures in the Southern Hemisphere strato-
sphere at this time.
[17] The general structure of the lunar tide in the GSWM

for January (Figure 5), and July (Figure 7) is similar to the
WACCM results. This correspondence is to be expected
since the propagation of the lunar tide into the MLT is
dependent on the background atmosphere, and we have
replaced the GSWM background zonal mean densities,
temperatures, and zonal winds with those from our WACCM
simulations. There are some notable differences between the
lunar tide in the WACCM and the GSWM. The most
notable difference is that the GSWM amplitudes continue to
grow above 110 km, and peak around 120 km with values
that are �2–3 times larger than those in the WACCM
simulation. The GSWM and WACCM amplitudes are gen-
erally similar up to �110 km, and the large difference
above this altitude could be related to greater effective dis-
sipation in the WACCM above this altitude. The amplitude
of the WACCM results are, however, in good agreement

Figure 4. Migrating semidiurnal lunar tide (a) amplitude in zonal neutral wind, (b) phase in zonal neutral
wind, (c) amplitude in meridional neutral wind, and (d) phase in meridional neutral wind. Results are for
WACCM simulations during January.
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with TIMED/SABER temperature observations of the
semidiurnal lunar tide in the MLT (J. M. Forbes, personal
communication, 2012). We thus believe that the GSWM
overestimates the peak amplitude of the semidiurnal lunar
tide. The height of the peak simulated by the GSWM is also
roughly 10 km higher than the WACCM results. Although
we are unsure as to the reason for the height discrepancy
between the GSWM and WACCM, we believe that it may
be related to the considerably different treatment of gravity
waves and dissipation in the MLT between the two models.
While the GSWM uses an effective Rayleigh friction for
gravity wave drag, the WACCM incorporates a more com-
prehensive treatment of gravity waves. This is a significant
difference between the two models and is likely to contribute
to some of the differences in the lunar tide in GSWM and
WACCM.
[18] To more clearly illustrate the seasonal behavior of the

semidiurnal lunar tide in the MLT, Figures 8a–8d present the
daily tidal amplitude as a function of latitude at fixed heights
of 90 km, 95 km, 105 km, and 125 km, respectively. The
annual variation of the lunar tide is dominated by two
time periods of significantly enhanced tidal amplitude. The
maxima occur between December and January, and also
during June to August. The maximum that occurs around the
December solstice is, however, observed to be slightly larger.
At higher altitudes, the maxima around December solstice is
also more symmetric in latitude. We note that the seasonal
asymmetry, with larger amplitudes and a more latitudinally
symmetric structure around December solstice may be of
considerable importance with regards to producing the
observed enhancement in the lunar tide in the ionosphere

around December solstice [e.g., Matsushita, 1967]. It is also
apparent from Figure 8 that at a fixed height, the maximum
generally occurs at lower altitudes in the winter hemisphere,
while at higher altitudes the maximum is observed in the
summer hemisphere.
[19] To facilitate comparison of the present results with

prior observations and model results, monthly average
amplitudes of the semidiurnal lunar tide in zonal wind for
different fixed latitudes and heights are presented in
Figure 9. We first compare the present results with those
from the model of Vial and Forbes [1994] at 90 km and
35�N and 35�S latitude. The seasonal variation at 35�S is
generally consistent between these two models, although the
WACCM amplitudes are 1.0–1.5 m s�1 smaller. At 35�N,
there is a significant discrepancy between these two models
during Northern Hemisphere summer. During this time
period, the semidiurnal lunar tide at 35�N is significantly
smaller in our simulations compared with results from the
Vial and Forbes [1994] model. This difference is thought to
be related to differences in the forcing of the lunar tide in
these two models as well as the background atmosphere
assumed in Vial and Forbes [1994]. It may also be related to
the cold-pole bias in the WACCM, which could influence
the global propagation of the lunar tide into the MLT. We
will discuss the cold-pole bias and its possible influence on
the results in more detail below.
[20] The WACCM simulations are also generally consis-

tent with prior observations of the semidiurnal lunar tide in
the MLT. At Poker Flat (66�N) zonal wind lunar tide
observations at 90 km reveal a predominantly semiannual

Figure 5. Same as Figure 4, except for the migrating semidiurnal lunar tide simulated by the GSWM.
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variation with maxima around March and September
[Stening et al., 1990]. As shown in Figure 9, the WACCM
results at 66�N show a broad maximum between July and
October, but lack a second maximum around March. The
observations at Poker Flat reveal lunar tide amplitudes of
�5 ms�1 near March and September equinox, and these are
considerably larger than the WACCM simulations. The
observations are, however, only based on a single year of
measurements, and it is therefore possible that the large
difference between the observations and WACCM simula-
tions is partly due to an exceptionally large lunar tide during
the time of the observations. Stening et al. [1987] presented
results for the semidiurnal lunar tide at Saskatoon, Canada.
Comparison of their Figure 4 with the WACCM simulation
results at 52�N and 95 km shows good agreement through-
out most of the year, with the exception being around
January and February. The observations show a significantly
larger lunar tide during these months compared to the
WACCM simulations. It is considered a strong possibility
that this difference is related to inter-annual variability in the
lunar tide, which can be particularly large during Northern
Hemisphere winter due to sudden stratospheric warmings
(SSWs) [Stening et al., 1997a; Pedatella et al., submitted
manuscript, 2012]. In the equatorial region, observations at
Christmas Island reveal a lunar tide that is nearly constant
throughout the year [Stening et al., 1997b]. This is in contrast
to the WACCM simulated lunar tide at 2�N and 90 km,

which shows a clear annual variation with the maximum tidal
amplitude occurring during Northern Hemisphere winter
months. We further compare our simulation results at 44�S
and 90 km with observations at Christchurch presented by
Stening et al. [1995]. Both the observations and WACCM
simulations achieve peak amplitudes in June to August, with
a smaller, secondary, maxima occurring between December
and February. However, the amplitudes in our simulations
are again lower than what is seen in the observations. Based
on these comparisons, the amplitude of lunar tide in the
WACCM appears to be on average smaller than the observed
amplitudes. However, it should be noted that the WACCM
results are based on the 10-year climatological average while
the aforementioned observations are often based on limited
observations covering only a few years at best. Due to inter-
annual variability a certain amount of phase cancelation
occurs, and this tends to reduce the lunar tide amplitudes in
the 10-year climatological average results that we present. As
an example, amplitudes of the lunar semidiurnal tide for
individual years (not shown) regularly reach �3�4 ms�1 at
Poker Flat (66�N, 90 km) and �4�5 ms�1 at Saskatoon
(52�N, 95 km). The amplitudes for individual years are thus
more consistent with the observed amplitudes, indicating that
the lower amplitudes in the climatological average results
that we present are due in part to inter-annual variability.
[21] Although the overall agreement between the WACCM

simulations and prior modeling results and observations is

Figure 6. Migrating semidiurnal lunar tide (a) amplitude in zonal neutral wind, (b) phase in zonal neutral
wind, (c) amplitude in meridional neutral wind, and (d) phase in meridional neutral wind. Results are for
WACCM simulations during July.
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generally good, there are some differences as previously
discussed. Deficiencies in prior models, especially with
regard to the assumed background atmospheric condition,
along with the limited number of available observations in
the MLT are likely to contribute to a portion of this dis-
agreement. However, there are some shortcomings to the
present WACCM simulations which may also influence our
results. First, as previously discussed, we have neglected
certain aspects of the lunar tidal forcing. Incorporating a
more complex lunar tidal forcing that includes longitudinal
varying ocean tides is anticipated to have a significant con-
tribution in terms of improving the spatial variability of the
lunar tide in our simulations. However, it is expected that this
would have a relatively minor, if any, impact on the semidi-
urnal migrating lunar tide, which is by far the dominate tidal
component. Another notable shortcoming in the present
simulations is that the WACCM eastward winds in the
Southern Hemisphere stratosphere are known to be too large
during Southern Hemisphere winter months. This is due
to the cold-pole bias that is a common problem among
chemistry-climate models [Austin et al., 2003]. Since the
propagation of the lunar tide is sensitive to the background
atmosphere, we believe that this will have an influence on our
results. It is considered a possibility that this is responsible
for the lower peak height of the semidiurnal lunar tide in the
Southern Hemisphere during July (Figures 6 and 7). The
cold-pole bias in the WACCM may also be responsible
for the weaker lunar tide in our simulations during July to

September in comparison with observations and prior model
results.

4. Summary and Conclusions

[22] In the present paper we present the climatology of the
atmospheric semidiurnal lunar tide based on the WACCM
simulations. The atmospheric lunar tide is incorporated into
the WACCM through inclusion of an additional forcing term
that accounts for the M2 lunar potential, solid Earth tide, and
migrating semidiurnal ocean tide. Our simulations show
that the migrating semidiurnal lunar tide in surface pres-
sure obtains maximum amplitudes at low-latitudes during
Northern Hemisphere summer months. A significant phase
change occurs between December and February in the sim-
ulation results. The consistency of the seasonal variations of
the amplitude and phase of the migrating semidiurnal lunar
tide in surface pressure with prior observations and model
results validates our simulation results. The WACCM simu-
lations also reproduce some of the longitudinal variability of
the lunar tide in surface pressure, despite the fact that we only
include a longitudinally invariant forcing.
[23] We have further established the climatological behavior

of the lunar tide in the MLT based on the WACCM simula-
tions. The WACCM results reveal that the migrating semi-
diurnal lunar tide achieves peak amplitudes of �5–10 m s�1

in zonal and meridional neutral winds. The latitude and sea-
sonal variation of the migrating semidiurnal tide in the
WACCM is similar to results from the GSWM; however, the

Figure 7. Same as Figure 6, except for the migrating semidiurnal lunar tide simulated by the GSWM.
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peak amplitudes are 2–3 times larger in the GSWM. The
difference between the GSWM and WACCM results is
attributed primarily to different treatment of gravity waves
between these two models. The WACCM simulations reveal
maximum amplitudes in the MLT around December and
June solstices. A hemispheric asymmetry is also observed
with larger amplitudes occurring in the summer hemisphere.
In general, the WACCM climatology of the semidiurnal
lunar tide in the MLT is consistent with prior observations
and modeling results; however, there are some differences.
The largest difference between our simulation results and
prior observations and numerical models is that theWACCM
simulated lunar tide amplitudes are too small between July
and September. This is thought to be related to the cold-pole
bias, which is a known deficiency of the WACCM, and is
likely to influence the propagation of the lunar tide into
the MLT.
[24] Last, we note that although there are some short-

comings to the WACCM simulations of the lunar tide dis-
cussed in the present study, simulating the lunar tide in a
non-linear, chaotic model such as the WACCM offers many
advantages. Prior simulations of the atmospheric lunar tide
have relied on linear, steady state numerical models, and the

simulated lunar tide is significantly influenced by the
assumed background atmosphere in these models. While
such an approach is useful for studying the climatological

Figure 8. Seasonal and latitudinal variability of the migrating semidiurnal lunar tide amplitude in zonal
neutral wind at (a) 90 km, (b) 95 km, (c) 105 km, and (d) 125 km.

Figure 9. Monthly average amplitudes of the migrating
semidiurnal lunar tide in zonal wind. Results are shown for
selected latitudes and heights as indicated on the figure.
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behavior of the lunar tide, it inhibits the investigation of
dynamical processes which may significantly influence the
atmospheric lunar tide. In particular, the investigation of
short-term variability in the semidiurnal lunar tide is difficult
in linear steady state tidal models. In a follow-on study
(Pedatella et al., submitted manuscript, 2012), we make use
of the chaotic nature of the WACCM to investigate short-
term variability in the semidiurnal lunar tide.
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